Dig Deep for Leland Harbor!

In 1965 the US Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) built the Leland Township Harbor as a “harbor of refuge.” Since then the Leland Harbor has been dredged a total of 47 times at a cost now approaching $3,400,000. During the last six years the cost has been approximately $850,000 to have dredging completed. Annual dredging has routinely been conducted by the ACOE in order to assure the accessibility of the Harbor in all weather conditions, with Federal funding. All that changed about 10 years ago when Congress eliminated “earmarks” in the federal budgeting process. Earmarks had been used by the Michigan congressional delegation to assure the availability of funds.

Since that time Leland Harbor has had as its annual singular focus the need to obtain funding to conduct its annual dredging. Four years ago, the Harbor had to pay $129,000 of its own funds to have the channel dredged. Three years ago, the State of Michigan provided the necessary funding in the amount of $192,000. Two years ago the ACOE spent $177,000 to complete the dredging. Those funds became available as a result of intense lobbying by the Michigan congressional delegation and the Michigan Small Harbors Coalition.

In 2016 the Leland Harbor was not dredged. The ACOE was not able to fund dredging, despite the fact that the annual bathymetric survey conducted by the ACOE showed that 18,000 cubic yards needed to be removed from the channel to achieve the designated depth of 14 feet. The State of Michigan offered $100,000 in matching funds for dredging, but Leland Township was unable to secure the services of a dredger on a timely basis to complete the dredging for the summer season.

Prospects for funding in 2017 are bleak, as our elected federal representatives have told us there is no chance federal funding will be available in 2017. We are pessimistic on the possibilities of funding from the State of Michigan in 2017, due to the fact that there are a large number of harbors needing to be dredged – it would be impossible to meet all those needs. Beyond that, we see little hope for the inclusion of dredging funding in future federal budgets.

The Leland Township Harbor Commission has dealt with this situation for a long time, and we have arrived at the conclusion that the only long term solution for this recurring problem is to purchase our own dredge to conduct the annual dredging.

The Leland Harbor is a significant part of the economy of Leland Township, as many local businesses rely on the commercial activity generated by the many visitors who arrive by boat on a daily basis during the summer. Additionally, many local and summer residents have boats in the Harbor and/or enjoy launching their boats at the Harbor.

Notwithstanding, what we see as a federal “obligation” to conduct necessary maintenance dredging, our efforts with our elected federal representatives have not borne fruit. We have actively participated in the Michigan Small Harbors Coalition, which in turn has participated in the Great Lakes Small Harbors Coalition, in an effort to secure and restore regular funding, but it has not resulted in the hoped for permanent restoration of federal funds.
Likewise, we have worked through the State of Michigan, Department of Natural Resources, to secure funding with some success, but they have consistently advised we cannot rely on them for annual funding.

As a means of trying to find a long term solution to our annual dredging problem, the Harbor Commission undertook an effort to investigate purchasing a dredge. Our conclusion is that purchasing a dredge is a viable solution which will enable us to conduct our annual dredging on a schedule that enables us to assure we will have full channel depth of 14 feet at the start of our season. Additionally, it will enable us to do periodic maintenance dredging during the year when storms have caused the channel to fill in to less than the desired depth.

We have identified a particular size and type of dredge that we think would be suitable for our needs, and we have a price quote of approximately $500,000. Careful analysis of our needs and the dredge’s capabilities has been conducted, we are confident we have identified the right equipment for our needs and have the ability to operate it.

While Leland Harbor has approximately $300,000 in financial reserves at this time, they are still not enough to pay for the cost of this purchase. We have considered borrowing the additional $200,000 required for the dredge purchase and received quotes from two local banks. After careful review we concluded we can not afford to borrow these funds. The fact is that our annual budget cannot handle BOTH the increase in annual operation and maintenance for dredge operation and maintenance AND the repayment of debt and interest. As a result we need to raise additional funds so that we can avoid incurring debt to purchase the dredge.

We have a fantastic generous donor willing to give us a $50,000 matching donation when we reach $50,000. This would put us at halfway in our fundraising efforts of $200,000!

To view the current state of the Leland Harbor entrance view 8 photos taken on January 1, 2017 by local photographer Meggen Watt Petersen. Photos can be purchased with 100% of the proceeds donated by Meggen to help secure a dredge. (click here)

We are reaching out to the entire Leland community for assistance, and ask for your financial support in this important effort that benefits everyone in our community. Personal gifts to a municipality for a public purpose are tax deductible. IRS Publication 526 addresses this point. You can donate via the Fundly fundraising website (click here), or send a check payable to the Leland Township – please note “Dredge Purchase” under memo:

Leland Township Treasurer
Shirley Garthe
PO Box 347
Lake Leelanau, MI, 49653

Thank you for considering a donation to help purchase a dredge for Leland Harbor, ensuring that our Harbor remains open and our economy remains healthy!

~ Leland Township Harbor Commission